
Calculus Cheat Sheet

,ln'#,lti,.
Precise Definition : We say lyf (.)=t if Limitatlnfinity: Wesaylim/(x) =Z ifwe

for every s >0 there is a 6 >0suchthat canmake,f (x) us close to Z as we want by

whenever 0<lx-al <6 then l/(r)-rl <r. taking x large enough and positive.

There is a similar definition for Hf @)= t
except we require x large and negative.

Infinite Limit : We say lim/(;r) ="o ifwe

can make /(x) arbitrarily large (and positive)

by taking:r sufficiently close to a (on either side

of a) without letting x = a .

There is a similar definition for lim/(x) = -"o

"'Working" Definition : We say lyf (-)= t
if we can make /(x) as close to I as we want

by taking x sufficiently close to a (on either side
of a) without letting x = a .

Right hand limit : lim. /(x) = Z. This has

the same definition as the limit except it
requires.r>a.

3.

4. If r > 0 and x'is real for negative I
then lim a=0

x-->-a yr

Visit !.t!pi4Lu!.Q!4.&ah.lan3!ggg for a complete set of Calculus notes.

1, hl][,/(,)]= ctrnf (x)

z. mlf (x)x s(41 = I*r(,)*lggs(,)

Basic Limit Evaluations at t co

Note: sgn(a) =1if a>0 and sgn(a) =-1 if a<0'
'1 . 1ims'=co & lim e'=0 5. neven:

limln(x) ="o & liP ln(r)=-"o

Ifr>0thenfim4=o
,+@ jr'

I r/-rl lim /(x)
+. fimla){l=l:'" ) (provided iT:c(*)+0'-"Lc(rl.l lTlc(x.)

f1,
s. tim[/(*)J'=Lh/(")]

Left \and limit z lim- f (x) = t ' This has the 
except we make f (x) arbitrarily large and

same definition as the limit except it requires negative.
x<a.

Relationship between the limit and one-sided limits

L1gf Q)=t = r'-./(,)=,1T- t(*)=L t,../(,)=,t11,- f 6)=L > trmf (x)=L

j1X"i(r)* tirn f(*) - lgif Q) DoesNotExist

Properties

Assume lim/(x) and limg(x) both exist and c is any number then,

3. r-[/(,)c(x)]=rm/(,) 1,19s(,) r.,i*[fiD]=ffii(*)

lim x'=oo

6. n odd: lim x' = oo & lim x' = -oo,-r@ ,_r-@

7. neyen'. lim ax' +...+bx+c=sgn(a)-
t)l@

8. z odd : limax' +..'+bx+c=sgn(a)oo

9. nodd,: lim axn +.-.+cx+d=-sgn(a).D
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Evaluation Techniques
Continuous Functions
Ifl (x) is continuous at a then lim / (-) = f (r)

Continuous Functions and Composition

/ (x) is continuous at D and lg S (r) = f *,en

r;y; f (s (,)) = f(1'g, t,)) = r trl
Factor and Cancel

,. 
^x2 

+-4x-12 _,,. (r-2)(r+6)
'::; x, -2x ;-i x(x -Z)

.. x+6 8
= llm-=-- 4

'-+2 x 2

Rationalize Numerator/Denominator

. 3-J; .. r-G :-G
llm --=- = itfit _:- -----------
r-+r yr -$l r-exz-81 3+Jr

L'Ilospital's Rule

rr ri_ /(*)=9 o, ,,n-, 
/!,) =rp ,n.n,

'-' sU) o '-'g(,) tco

li,n /(') = fi,, 
/,(*) a is a number, m or -co,-" s(*) ,-. c'lx)

Polynomials at InfinitY

r(x) and 4(x) are polynomials. To compute

li,n 
p!*J 

faclor largest power ofx in q(x)out
,Jt- q(x.)

of both p(x) and q(x) then compute limit.

tl. r\ ^ 4

3x2 -4 .. *t'-rl ..5-, 3
llm ---------------- = ltm -----= llm---=--;::;5x-2x2 ;,; ,r(1-Z) ,- * i-2 2

Piecewise Function
. (x'+5 if x<-2

Iim-g(x) where g(x) = l. .x.+ z"' ' [I-3x ifx>-2
Compute two one sided limits,

r,+s(r) =,tg- x2 +5=9

r'e- s(r) =,t19, r-3x =7

One sided limits are different so ,tE S(r)
doesn't exist. If the two one sided limits had

been equal then J11rS(r) 
would have existed

and had the same value.

-. 9-x ,' -l
= m 

--------------, 
- = lur-r-- l-tG, - ar)(: + 

^,&) 
- ;:t 

1, + e) (: +.,.f, 
)

-i 1

(18)(6) 108

Combine Rational ExPressions

ri-rf r -1)=,,,f[' ('*r))';:;ilx + h-; )- '-d 7, \ '1. 
+ h) )

=r#-( ,-h ,l=,,* ,-', =-',-trJ;Ix(x-r,) 
)-';:i xG + h)- x'1

Some Continuous Functions
partial list ofcontinuous functions and the values of.x for which they are continuous.

1. Poll,nomials for all:r. 7. cos(x) and sin(x) for all x.

2. Rational function. except forx's that give ^ ;
division by zero. 'r tr n ur4r 6rv! 8. tan (x) and sec(x) provided

q. J;ireven)forallx)0. ^ 
*-,' 2' 2'2'z'

5. e, for all.r. 9. cot(x) and csc(x) provided

6. lnx for x>0. x+"',-2n,-n,0'rc,2x,"'

Intermediate Value Theorem

Suppose that /(x) is continuous on [a, b) afiletMbe any number betw een f (a) and f (b) '

Then there exists a number c such that a<c <b and f (c)=U.

Visit ltu4uSEgL$gtu-a.tra!99-q for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins



It y = f (x) then all ofthe following are

equivalent notations for the derivative.

r G) = v' = { = * = *V at) = or atdx dx dx'

Calculus Cheat Sheet

Derivatives
Definition and Notation

tt y = f (x) then the derivative is defi ned to be f ' (x)' 
^ 

f (' + n)' f (')

lf y = f (x) all ofthe following are equivalent

notations for derivative evaluated at :r = a .

Interpretation of the Derivative
If y = /(x) then,

t . m = f' (a) is the slope ofthe tangent

line to y= f (x) at x=aatdthe
. equation ofthe tangent line at x=s is

, 
given by y = f (a)+ f' (a)(x - a).

Basic Properties and Formulas

If /(x) and S (x) are differentiable functions (the derivative exists), c and rz are any real numbers,

t. ("f)'="f,(x) s. *k)=o
2. (f t c)' = |'(x)x g'(x) a. {Q") =,,,-,- power Rute

t. (f s)'=.f'e+f s' -productRure .,. t'f r(rf.l))=r,(e(,))g,(,)( t\' r,-- t o' '' 7*\'
4. )!-l-r 6 -r6 -euotientRule This istheChain Rule

loJ\6,/ 6

Common Derivatives

4(".".r) = -"." r"ot,
dx'
4("otr) = -csc'xdx' )

d,
;(cos'x)=

{U^'.)=

4t,)=,ax
d,.
;(sm x) = cos x

d.
,(cos 

r) = -srn jr

fi(u,*)=,""'*
4(.." r) = sec x tan;rdx' /

d,. ,, 1

-lstn 
-xl=-:

dx. Jt- *,

Z. "f' (o) is the instantaneous rate of

change of f (x) at x=a.
:. tf /(x) is the position ofan object at

time ;r then /'(a) is the velocity of
the object at x=a.

{1o'1=, rn1,1
dx'

4(u)=udx' '

4{m(,))=f,,,0
dx' " x
d(rrlrl)=1.r*o
dX\ | tt 

X

41rog,1,y1=l-,,>o
dx' xlno

1

\i I -.rr-
1

I +x'

Visit http://tutorial.maih.lamar.edu for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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Chain Rule Variants

f ' (x) = (f ' (x))', i.e. thederivative of the

first derivative, /'(x) .

9("",Ir(,)]) = -7'1,) si, [/(,)Jdx'

ft@"lr G)l =7' 1,y,""' [/ (,) J

fr(*"| t <.>l) = t'1,v sec [71,)] tan [/{,)]

!(o,'l r(*\f)= {'(1)=,dx\ L"\,.)t t*lr(r)1-

2x3 y -9e2'-'Y - cos(y)

The chain rule applied to some specific functions.

,. ft(V al|') = "lr (*)1"-' r' (*)

,. fr1" 
u,1= r'(x)sr('t

z ft@u{.)r)=#

The Second Derivative is a"no,.d urHi8h"r 
order DerivativeJerivative 

is denoted as

y'11=f(')(r)=# *oisdefinedas fo)@)=#andisdefinedas

yt't 
1r1 = (f't (x))' , i.e. tne derivative of

the (n-1)'t derivative, T{'-t) (x) .

Implicit Differentiation
Find y'if e'*-t! +x'y' =sin(y)+1lx. Remembery=y(x) trere, so products/quotients ofx andy

will use the producVquotient rule and derivatives ofy will use the chain rule. The "trick" is to

differentiate as normal and every time you differentiate ay you tack on a y' (from the chain rule).

After differentiating solve for y' .

.z*'t (2 -9 y') + 3x2 y2 + 2x3 y y' = cos (l) y' + 1 1

2e2x-ev -gyte2'-ev +3x2y' +2x3yy' =css(r)r' all +
(2*'y -9""-" -cos(y))y'= 1 1-2e2'-et -3x2 y2

11-2e2'-eY -3xz y2

Increasing/Decreasing - Concave Up/Concave Down
Critical Points
.r = c is a critical point of /(x) provided either Concave Up/Concave Down

t. f'(c)=o or2. f'(c) doesn't exist' t' If /'(x) >0 for allx in an interval lthen

/(x) is concave up on the interval L

IncreasinglDecreasing 2. If f'(x) <0 for all .r in an interval lthen
1. If /'(x) > 0 for all x in an interval lthen /(x) is concave down on the interval L

/(x) is increasing on the interval L

2. If f'(x)<O for allx in an interval lthen Inflection Points

/(:r) is decreasing on the interval L x=r is a inflection point of /(x) ifthe

3. If /'(n) =0 for allx in an interval /then concavity changes at x=c'

,f (x) is constant on the interval L

5.

6.

7.

Visit Eltp:llglg4eLtrAtEEEalCdU for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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Extrema
Absolute Extrema
1. x = c is an absolute maximum of/ (x)

if f (c)>- f (x)for all x in the domain.

2. x = c is an absolute minimum of/(x)
if f (c) < f (x)for all x in the domain.

Fermat's Theorem

If /(x) has a relative (or local) extrema at

x=c,then x=c is a critical point of /(;r) .

Extreme Yalue Theorem
tf / (x) is continuous on the closed interval

[a, D] then there exist numbers c and d so that,

l, a<c,d <b,2. f (r) istheabs.max.in

la,Ol',1. /(d) is ttre abs. min. in la,b).

Finding Absolute Extrema
To find the absolute extrema ofthe continuous

function /(x) on the interval [a,D] use the

following process.

1. Find all critical points of /(x) in [a,e] .

2. Evaluate /(x) at all points found in Step 1.

3. Evaluate f (a) ana f @).
4. Identify the abs. max. (largest function

value) and the abs. min.(smallest function
value) from the evaluations in Steps 2 & 3.

Relative (local) Extrema
1. x = c is a relative (or local) maximum of

f (x) if f (c)>- f (x) for all x near c.

2. x = c is a relative (or local) minimum of

7 (x) it f (c) < f (:r) for all x near c.

1't Derivative Test
If .rr=c is a critical point of /(x) then;r=c is

1. a rel. max. of/(x) ifl'(x) > 0 to the left

of x=c andf'(x)<0 to the right of x = c.

2. arel. min. ofl(x) ifl'(:r) < o to the left

of x = c and f' (x) > Oto the right of ;r = c .

3. not a relative extrema ofl(x) ifl'(x) is

the same sign on both sides of .r = c.

2od Derivative Test

If x = c is a critical point of /(x) such that

t'(")=o then x=c
f. is a relative maximum ofl (:r) if f'(c)<0.
2. is a relative minimum of / (x) ifl'(c) > o .

3. may be a relative maximum, relative

minimum, or neither if f '(c) =0 .

Finding Relative Extrema and/or
Classiff Critical Points

1. Find all critical points of /(x).
2. Use the l"t derivative test or the 2nd

derivative test on each critical point.

Mean Value Theorem

If /(x) is continuous on the closed intewal fa,b) and differentiable on the open intertal (a,b)

then there is a number a < c <b such that f'(4=/@)--!9

Newton's lrlethod

If x, is the nm guess for the root/solution of/ (x) = 0 then (n+l)"t gu".. i, ,"*, = ,, - lG)

provided ,f' (;r, ) exists.

Visit llttr4lutpI-aLllAllJSoaled-U for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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Related Rates
Sketch picture and identifu known/unknown quantities. Write down equation relating quantities

and differentiate with respect to r using implicit differentiation (r. e. add on a derivative every time

you differentiate a function of t). Plug in known qu@
Ex. A 15 foot ladder is resting against a wall.
The bottom is initially 10 ft away and is being

pushed towards the wall at {fusec. How fast

is the top moving after 12 sec?

v'
t

--x':-%
x' is negative because x is decreasing. Using
Plthagorean Theorem and differentiating.

x' +y' --15' > 2xx'+2yy'=g
After 12 sec we have x =10 -12(i) = 7 and

so y =^119 1' = 1876 . Plug in and solve

for y' .

t(-i)+'ltta !'=o = ,'=-L *rr"

variables and verify that they qq rnir/mq4 3!geded:

OPtimization
Sketch picture if needed, write down equation to be optimized and constraint. Solve constraint for

ore of ih" two variables and plug into frrst equation. Find critical points of equation in range of

Ex. Two people are 50 ft apart when one

starts walking north. The angle6 changes at

0.01 rad/min. At what rate is the distance

between them changing when 0 = 0.5 rad?

| lrIoriry PersotNr
t--'-I .".. >.--| )u IL s -\ SAtiorx] Perros

We have 0' = 0.01 rad/min. and want to find
x'. We can use various trig fcns but easiest is,

sec0 =1 = sec| tanl 0'-!50 s0

We know 0 = 0.05 so plug in 0' and solve.

sec(o.s)tan (o.s)(o.or; = {
x' = 0.31 12 fusec

Remember to have calculator in radians!

Ex. Determine point(s) on y = x2 +1 that arc

closest to (0,2).

Minimize f = d' = (x -o)' + (l - 2)' and the

constraint is y = x2 +1. Solve constraint for

x2 and plug into the function.

x'=y-\ = f =x'+(l-Z)'
=y_t+(t-z)'--y2 -3y+3

Differentiate and firrci critical point(s).

f'=2Y-3 + Y=i
By the 2nd derivative test this is a rel. min. and

so all we need to do is find x value(s)'

"=i-l=j 
= x=tj;

The 2 points ur" tfr., (;,i) *d (-#,+)

Ex. We're enclosing a rectangular field with
500 ft offence material and one side ofthe
field is a building. Determine dimensions that

will maximize the enclosed area.

Maximize l= ty subject to constraint of
x+2y = 500 . Solve constraint for x and plug

into area.
t=y(s}o_zy)

x=500-2v =" =5OOy_2yz
Differentiate and find critical point(s).

A'=500-4y - y=125
By 2nd deriv. tesi ihis is a rel. max. and so is

the answer we're after. Finally, find x.

x=soo-2(12s)=2s0
The dimensions are then 250 x 125.

Visit htto://tulodal.math-lamar.edu for a complete set of Calculus notes O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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*nil:I
Definite Integral: Suppose /(;r) is continuous Anti-Derivative : An anti-derivative of /(x)
on [a,b] . Divide [a,b] into r subintervals of is a tunction, F(x) , suchthat F'(x)=f (x).

width Ax and choose xi from each interval. Indefinite Integral:t 7(x)ax= f (x)+c

rtten lb y1x)ax=rimi7(x, )ax.Ja" \ / x+6-" \

Ita*=tr+"
lx" dx=1x".t +c,n+-1

[*'a,=l;a*=nl*l+"
[-L . dx:;inlax+tl+c

llnu du = uln(u)-u + c

Ie'du=e'+c

where tr,(x) is an anti-derivative of /(;r) .

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

Part I : If /(x) is continuous on [a,b] then

gO)--f tOa, is also continuous on [a,b]

^"d c' (4 = *!. t (t) at = t (,).

I t {*1, s 1*1 a, = I f Q) a, t I s 1.1 a.

!', t {,) * r 1*1 a, = f t @) a, r t s @) d,

I"t(.)*=o
['"trqa.=-li tr.)a.

Variants of Part I :

4 ll"" (,) o,= a'(x)/[a(x)]
dxJa

*!',,,,, t l * =-/ (,) / h (,)l

partrr: /(x)iscontinuouson[a,b], F(;r) is !l'.t"f1,1at=u,(x)f1,1,11-v,(r)/[,(r]
an anti-derivative otf (x)(i.e. it-l=!tAW, dxJ"t't'

t,,n!u f (*)d*= r(\-r(a).

Properties

I c7 (x) ax = c[ f (x) dx , c is a constant

1!+AV'='tf Q)e,c is a constant

lro)*=l'.too,
ll!l.l*l=l'lr@)ld'

Ir 7(") > s(,) ona S x ( 6then I t Q)a.. Ii r(,)a.

Ifl(x) >0 on a3x3b then tb f (x)dx>o

If m< f(x)<M on asxsb then m(b-a)<!' f1*1ar=u1t-o1

Common Integrals

Icosu du = sinu + c

lsinudu=-cosu+c

lsec2 
udu =txtu + c

t sec u tanu du -- secu + c

Icscucoludu=-cscu+c

lcsczudu=-cotu+c

!anudu =lnlsecul+ c

I sec u du = lnlsec u + lanul+ c

171a"=ira"'(*)*"
l1]3du =sin'(i)+c

Visit XjdzlU!.9li4OAtlJAIBgIE!-g for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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Standard lntegration Techniques

Note that at many schools all but the Substitution Rule tend to be taught in a Calculus II class.

z Substiturion : The substitution 4 = g(x)wiil.onu.n J',f (s(rt)*'(r)e = Jr',(jl f fu) du using

du = g'(x)dx. For indefinite integrals drop the limits of integration.

Integration by Parts t ludv=uu-lvdu and [budv="rli-ltta" Choose z and dv from

integral and compute dz by differentiating zl and compute v using

Products and (some) Quotients of Trig Functions

For Jsin,:rcos.xdr we have the following : ForJtan'x sec'xdx we have the following :

1. z otld. strip 1 sine out and convert rest to 1. n odd. Strip 1 tangent and l_secant out and

cosines using sin' x = 1 - cos2 x , then use convert the rest to secants using

the substitution u=cosx. tan' x=sec' x-l,then use the substitution

2. m odd. Strip 1 cosine out and convert rest u --secx .

to sines using cos2 x = 1- sin2 x , then use 2' m even' Strip 2 secants out and convert rest

the substitution u=sinx. to tangents using sec2 x = 1+ tan2 x , then

3. n and m both odd. Use either 1. or 2. use the substituti on u =tanx '
4. n andm both even. Use double angle 3. z odd and ,,, even. Use either 1. or 2.

and/or halfangle formulas to reduci the 4. n even and ra odd, Each integral will be

integral into a form that can be integrated. dealt with differently'

rrig Fotrmutas: sin(zx) =256(r)cos(r), cos'(x) =](1+cos(zx)), sin'?(;r) =j(t-cos(zx))

Ex. 
J 

tan' xsec5 x clt

Itant x sect xdx=fan'rsect xtanxsecxdx

=J(sec'x-1)seca xtan xsec xdx

= l("' -t)uoau (u = secx)

= |sec'x -]sec' x + c

Er. [ 'in1* d,

te+rk = [sina't-sinr 4* = [(sin2xf 
sinx *

J cos'.x J cos'.x !' cos--r

= [(l 
-cos2{)2sinx r, (u =cosx)J cosjx

= -1 tt\t n = -lt-z'L'-*'o du

= |sec2 x+ 2hlcosxl-]cos'x +c

n*. J'sx'cos(x')a"
11= v3 3 du =3x2dx

*=1 + u=13 =1 ::

J's,' "or(,u)4, 
= li i*"@) a,

= ;.i,(,)l: = i(sin (a) -sin(i))= x2 dx = +du
^^lx=l ) u=z =6

du=dx v=-e-'
-' dx=-xe-' -e-' +c

Ex. !xe-'dx
u=x dv=e-' =

[ *e'' a, = -*e-' + te

n*. [t l"*d,
u=lnx dv=dx = iy=ldx v=x

!]m x a, = xtn *li - j,' * = (,* t.t -,)l]
=sh(s)-3ln(3)-2

Visil htto://tulorial math lanar.ed! for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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Trig SubstitutionS : If the integral contains t]le following root use the given substitution and

formula to convert into an integral involving trig functions'

x, _a, ) x=f,sec9

tan20=sec20-l

Factor in Q(x) Term in P.F.D Iactor ln g (x] Term in P.F.D

^{d_b,f 1 y=itanl
sec2 e =l+tan' o

partial Fractions : If integrating jffi d* *fr.." tt e degree of P (x) is smaller than the degree of

e(x). Factor denominator as completely as possible and find the partial fraction decomposition of

the rational expression. Integrate the partial fraction decomposition (P.F.D.). For each factor in the

denominator we get term(s) in the decomposition according to the following table'

ax+b

ax2 +bx+c

ox+b

Ax+ B

ax'+bx+c

(ax+b)o

(*' +br+ c)r

AA^4,
i+b' (ax+b)' ' (ax+b)t

Aox + Br

*\ii*r' ' 
(^, =b*+")^

b

cos'o=1-sin'o

o*.l7fue
;s=lsin0 1 flx=lcosld0

J#kat+*so)de--lhde
= [tzcsc' d0 = -l2cot7 + c

Use Right Triangle Trig to go back to x's. From

substitution we hur. .in6 = f so,

From this we see that cot6 = €' . ,",

| _ rt 4r- -+^lt:.gx2 *.J xt,14_9xz

J4 -r,' = J4 4 
"1"' 

e =.,,["ot' e = zl"o.el

necatt J7 = l;rl . Because we have an indefinite

integral we'll assume positive and drop absolute

value bars. If we had a definite integral we'd
need to compute I 's and remove absolute value
bars based on that and,

I x ifx>0
t.t :l_"r 

[_x ilx<0

In'thii case we h uu" Jllli = 2"otg .

3x

4-el

Ex.l##hd,
| '7x2+t:x dx=l 4. +3x-+16 dx
J (r-l)(.x'+4) JrL x'+4

=[**a*5a.
= +hl;r-rl +]h(x' + 4)+ 8tan-l ({)

Here is partial fraction form and recombined.

?.2-r 1. A Bx+C A(x'1-4t+lBx-C)t1-l)

[-r;[r[-= ' ,z-, - {.r-l)rr2.4)

Set numerators equal and collect like terms.

7 *z *3a = (A+ B) x'z + (C - B) x + 4A - C

Set coefficients equal to get a system and solve

to get constants.
A+B--7 C-B=13 4A-C=0

A=4 B=3 C=16

An altemate meth odthat sometimes works to find constants. Start with setting numerators equal in

previousexample:7x'+l3x=A(x'+4)+(nx+C)(x-1) . Chose nr'ce values ofx and plug in'

For example if x=1we gel 20=5A which gives l=4. This won't always work easily'

Visit bgpl:lt!&riALEeE l-a.!qargd! for a complete set of Calculus notes. O 2oo5 Paul Dawkins
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, b PPlications of Integrals

NetArea , !" t(4a, represents the net area between /(x) and the

x-axis with area above x-axis positive and area below x-axis negative.

Area Between Curves : The general formulas for the two main cases for each are,
.b rd

y=f \x) - n-l: upper runcrion -lrowerr,nct,onldr A *-f (y) - A=1, f,igrr runctionl-'teRruncr,on-dv

If the curves intersect then the area of each portion must be found individually. Here are some

sketches of a couple possible situations and formulas for a couple ofpossible cases.

x = J ly)

A=!:.rO)-c!),t d=l! tb)-s(ilat *!)t(,)-s(*)a,+lu s(,)-f(,)d*

Volumes of Revolution : The two main formulas are V = !,1(x)a* and V = l-e(y)aS'. Here is

some general information about each method of computing and some examples.
Cylinders

I = 2z (-a*)(*iarn I l.ier,r)

Limits : x/y of inner cyl. to.n, of outer cyl.

g(x),A(x) anddx. s(y),.4(y) anaay. g(y),'a(y) anddy. s(x),A(x) andd'c.

Ex.Axis: y=a>0
v

Ex. Axis i y=as0 Ex.Axis: Y=a>0 Ex.Axis: Y=a<0

(v)
x

c

outer radius : a - f (x)

inner radius : a- g(.x)

outer radius: lal+ g (;r)

inner radius: lal + / (:r)

radius:a-y
width: /(y)-s(y) width: /(y)-g(y)

These are only a few cases for horizontal axis of rotation. If a-xis of rotation is the x-axis use the

y=a<0 casl with a= 0. For vertical axis ofrotation (x=a>0 and x=a<0) interchange x and

y to get appropriate formulas.

t t= f(x)

z=s(x)

radius:lai+y
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Calculus Cheat Sheet

Work : If a force of]f(x)moves an object Average Function Value : The average value
' ,h

ina<x<b,theworkdone rsw=lb r(x)ax of /(x) on asxsb kf'w=*J" f O)dx

Arc Length Surface Area : Note that this is often a Calc II topic. The three basic formulas are,
.b tb tb

L= j)as 5,1=)'Zryds (rotate about x-axis) SA=)azrxds (rotate abouty-axis)

where ds is dependent upon the form ofthe function being worked with as follows.

With surface area you may have to substitute in for the x or y depending on your choice of ds to

match the differential in the ds. With parametric and polar you will always need to substitute.

An improper integral is an integral with lf,ep#[""til"t:J# limits andior discontinuous integrands.

Integral is called convergent if the limit exists and has a finite value and divergent if the limit
doesn''t exist or has infinite value. This is tlpically a Calc II topic.

Infinite Limit

I l: r$)d.=ria|.r(x)ax 2. I:rl)d.=txlirt-l*Ja - ' '

3. I:^f O) d. = [ --t 1r) a,. 
[ " 

t(:r) dr provided BoTH integrals are convergent'

Discontinuous Integrand

1. Discont. uto,lu f (*)dr=t*li tt-la- 2. Discont. utt:lu 7(*)a*=!*|,t@a*

3. Discontinuity at a<c<b , [t"t1r)ar=1.71x)ax+lt f Q)rk providedbothareconvergent.

Comparison Test for Improper Integrals : tf /(x) > g(r)> 0 on [a,m) then,

t. If!- f(x)dx con .therJ's(x)rk conv. z. tfl.* s(x)dx divg.thenJ-/(x)dr divg'

Useful fact :lf a>O then l:idx converges if p>1 and diverges for p<1'

Approximating Definite Integrals

For given inte..rral lb f Q)dx and a n(must be even for Simpson's Rule) define Ax=ff and

divide [a,6] inio n subintervals [xo,x,], [r,,rr],.'. ,l*,-r,*,] wirh xo=a and x,=b 16s1,

Midpoint Rure, l) f @) a* = *lf (ri) + 7 (.i) + . / (,; )], xi is midpoint [x,-,, x,]

rrapezoidnul": J'l(r)d, -+lf O)+2f (x,)++2f (x,)+"'+zf (x,-,)+f (x"))

Simpson'sRule , !',f 1r1ar-\ltQ,)++f 6)+2f (x,)+"'+2f (x,-,)++f (x,-,)*/(r,)]
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